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Recert/Reclass Intro

Recert every 2 years

All Instructors must attend MPTC recert session

Goal is to ensure consistency and esprit de corp

Create a firearms community

Less levels or titles more quality and accountability

Certify on only the weapons you need

Everyone is an instructor no more levels

Instructor (former level 1)

IT  (former level 2-3-4)

Lead  (Academy Leads only  Recruit or Reserve intermittent)



Range Objectives

At the completion of training, the Instructors will have covered:

• Qualification with all systems certified to teach
o Must pass handgun qualification to move on
o 2 qualification attempts at instructor standard
o Each system logged separately must pass course to be certified by MPTC

• Reload procedures

• Malfunction procedures

• Qual course review

• Q&A



Equipment Required

1. Personal Safety Equipment
• Full wrap Around Hearing Protection - all personnel on range
• Wrap around eye protection - all personnel on range
• Soft body armor - all personnel on range
• Ball Cap - all personnel on range

2. Student Equipment:
• Duty Firearm with Duty Belt and Holster & Equipment
• Cleaning Supplies
• Baby wipes
• Appropriate Weather Gear for Training
• LUNCH and WATER we will not be breaking for lunch, Instructors can eat between 

lines.

3. Range Staff Equipment
• Targets
• Staples & gun
• Gunshot Trauma Kit/First Aid Supplies
• Range Injury Action Plan Medical Protocols
• ID EMT’s
• Post Protocols



Safety Is Everyone’s Responsibility

• Keep weapon pointed in a safe direction at all times.
• Do not handle any weapons while anyone is downrange.
• Never draw the weapon with your finger on the trigger.
• Never bend over on the firing line until the line has been declared “safe”.
• Obey all commands from Range Master
• Never holster any weapon with the hammer in the single-action mode or with your finger on the trigger. 

This applies to double action weapon only
• Dry fire is only performed under the guidance of the firearms instructors. DO NOT dry fire unless 

instructed to do so.
• “The finger remains off of the trigger and outside the trigger guard until the weapon is on target and that 

the officer has determined the use of deadly force is imminent” ( i.e. Trigger Finger Management ).
• Unsafe acts or unsafe behavior on the range will not be tolerated.

Do not take live ammunition into the cleaning area.

I have and reviewed and understand all of the above Range rules. I will comply with these rules and
conduct myself as a professional and responsible police officer.

Signature:______________________________Date :________________



Covid Safety Rules
Officer Arrival:

● Officers arriving will park in their designated areas depending upon range assignment
● When parking officers will leave at least a car space or six (6) feet, whichever is larger, between each vehicle
● Officers will not congregate at any vehicle or in any area while at the range

Range COVID-19 Safety Protocols:

● While not shooting officers shall continue to use appropriate face covering (ie-N95 or surgical mask, balaclava, or some other covering of the nose and mouth area)
● Officers will wear eye protection for the entire duration at the range.
● Officers should not share ammunition or other personal training equipment. If items are shared out of necessity, they shall be properly sanitized prior to transfer
● Officers will bring adequate cleaning and disinfecting supplies sanitize equipment

On Range:

● The proper personal protective equipment for officers while on the range is as followed:
○ Nitrile gloves under cloth gloves
○ Eye protection
○ Ear protection
○ Body armor
○ Hat
○ Radio 

● Officers will be required to monitor the integrity of their PPE and if their PPE is compromised, they shall replace the equipment as soon as safe to do so.
● Each area of the range will have a maximum number of officers assigned based on range size and social distancing protocols

○ Shooting groups should be broken into smaller shooting groups to support social distancing protocols
○ Only one line will shoot at a time. Officers shall be spaced a minimum of at least six (6) feet apart
○ The line that is not actively shooting will remain in the immediate area up range and shall not congregate and practice social distancing protocols

● Officers shall practice social distancing protocols while reloading

End of Training Protocols:

● Officers will use proper methods for taking off their PPE gear
● Officers will then further decontaminate with hand sanitizer
● There will be hand washing stations set up at all range sites
● Simple water station with paper towels and soap or hand sanitizer will be available



10 Tenets of Firearms Safety

10 Tenets of Firearm Safety
1. Always handle a firearm as if it were loaded.
2. Always keep fingers off the trigger until ready to shoot.
3. Always point the muzzle in a safe direction.
4. Always use eye and ear protection when practice shooting.
5. Always use the correct ammunition caliber for firearm.
6. Always know your target, beyond it and around it.
7. Always store the firearm in a safe place.
8. Never offer or accept a loaded firearm by hand.
9. Never handle a firearm while impaired by drugs or alcohol.
10. Never rely on a mechanical safety features to prevent
accidental discharge.



Immediate Action/Medical Plan

Range Location

Radio Channel

Contact number to medical

Cease Fire and Render Aid

Location of Medical Equipment

Identify Medical Personnel On Sight



Range Commands

ADMINISTRATIVE LOAD
The weapon stays secured in the holster and a fully loaded magazine is inserted into the firearm while 
it is in the holster.

CEASE FIRE
This command means to stop shooting immediately. Even a shooter who is in the process of pulling 
the trigger for a shot must immediately stop, remove his or her finger from the trigger while keeping 
the muzzle pointed in a safe direction.

The “cease firing” command can be used during normal range procedures or in an emergency 
situation. In an emergency situation, the “cease firing” command is not restricted to use by the range 
officer but should be used by anyone who detects an unsafe situation. If an unsafe situation occurs, 
don’t wait for the range officer’s intervention—call out “cease firing” immediately!

CHAMBER CHECK/STATUS CHECK
This command will be given by the range officer to have shooters verify that there is a round loaded 
into the chamber.

DOWN RANGE
After holstering, when an instructor says he/she is “downrange”, everyone repeats the command, so 
all shooters are aware there is someone forward of the shooting relay.



DRAW
In a smooth and controlled fashion, shooters are to remove their firearms from their holster 

GUN READY (stance/position)
This is a shooting stance, with the shooter presenting a solid base, and their toes, hips, chest, and 
arms facing the target. The firearm should be well gripped, and presented towards the target, with 
the shooter's arms forward, and with the shooter looking just over the sights towards the target.

LINE READY
If the shooter is not ready at the “Are you Ready?” command, he or she must Indicate, “Not ready.” 
To avoid any misunderstanding, it is suggested that when the shooter takes up the ready position, 
the last thing he or she does after composing themselves and satisfying themselves that they are 
ready, is to place his or her hands in the position required. This will be an indication that they are 
indeed ready.

LINE SAFE?
Shooters should present an open, clear, and safe weapon.

MOVE
On the command move shooters will move in whatever direction assigned by range officers
“Standby... ready... MOVE”



RANGE IS COLD
This means that the Range is closed with respect to handling any firearms either on the line or 
in the ready area. All firearms are to be cleared: magazines removed, actions open with a 
chamber flag inserted into it or the firearm is made safe. Handguns may lay on the bench with 
the action exposed and chamber flag inserted for verification by a Range Safety Officer. This is 
an administrative command when you want the range clear, safe and empty.

RANGE IS HOT
This means that shooters may handle their firearms on the firing line. They may also handle 
their firearms in the ready area provided the actions are open or otherwise made safe. Load 
only on the firing line. At all times the 4 basic safety rules must be observed.

1. ALWAYS keep the gun pointed in a safe direction.
2. ALWAYS keep your finger off the trigger until ready to shoot.
3. Know your target and what is beyond it.
4. Treat all firearms as if they are loaded

READY
Ready is a pre-emptive command that will precede the final command as a preparatory 
command, such as “standby… ready… up!.”On the command “Ready” shooters will be prepared 
to move from whatever current position of readiness they are in, to a proper position as 
explained by range officers.



SCAN AND HOLSTER
When the command is given or the shooter has completed a specific drill, they will cover and scan their targets, 
he/she will look left, right, rear (their entire surroundings) for secondary threats and if there are no additional 
threats and its safe to do so, then they should place the weapon safely and slowly into their holster.
Long guns will be placed on safe on and slung. Shooters should still scan their surroundings when prone. “Scan” and 
“Holster” can be two seperate commands to give the shooter more time to scan. For new shooters, the command to 
“breathe” can be added between Scan and Holster to calm them down. If certain firearms require “decock” that can 
be added to this command between scan and holster as well.
After holstering the line should give a thumbs up so the instructors can see who is holstered/unholstered.

SHOW A CLEAR AND SAFE WEAPON
The weapon should be locked to the rear, with the magazine out, and their finger off trigger.

STANDBY
This is a preparatory command to alert shooters that the next firing sequence is about to begin. This command will 
have been preceded with a set of directions, such as “four rounds in five seconds… standby.” This command will 
almost always be followed by “ready.” “Walk from the five to the three… Standby... Ready... MOVE.”

STREET READY
The shooter will face the targets with ear and eye protection in place and load his or her firearm and make it ready. 
Unless otherwise stated in the course description this means ready to fire with all safety features engaged and 
holstered or port of arms (butt touching belt) for long guns. The weapon is properly loaded and in a carry condition 
as it would be on patrol.

The shooter will assume the ready position as is in the course description. If the starting position is facing up range 
(away from the targets), loading must be completed and the firearm holstered, or as stated in the course description, 
in the correct condition with hands clear before the shooter turns away from the targets.



STRONG HAND
The shooter's dominant hand and the side of the body the firearm is holstered on.

SUPPORT HAND
The shooter’s non-dominant hand, and on the opposite side of their holster.

TURN
If a course of fire requires a shooter to turn, regardless of which direction they are currently facing, then the 
shooter should look in the direction of their target, pivot and turn to face their target and then draw their 
firearm to engage in the course of fire. NO SHOOTER SHOULD DRAW THEIR FIREARM BEFORE THEY TURN. 
Instructors should ensure that all shooters turn the SAME direction when issuing the turn command.

UP!
This will be the command to commence firing. It will be the final command given at each firing sequence and 
it will direct the line to address their threats in accordance with the instructions given prior to any pre-
emptive commands. For instance, “Standby... Ready... UP!

VERBAL CHALLENGE
“Police Don’t Move!” When shooters draw their weapons, they should always issue the verbal challenge of 
“Police don’t move” when safe/possible. This is a generic challenge, and situations may dictate others if 
needed.

WORKSPACE
The workspace is defined as an area comfortable to the shooter within their personal space such that their 
arms are not extended forward in a shooting platform, nor are they against the chest.



WORKSPACE
The workspace is defined as an area comfortable to the shooter within their personal 
space such that their arms are not extended forward in a shooting platform, nor are they 
against the chest.

Weapon safely angled so gravity assists with magazine falling out.



STEP 1: P
fr

ush magazine release to remove  
om holstered handgun.

Administrative Reload
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STEP 2: Insert loaded  
magazine into well and  
push until it is properly  
seated.



STEP 1:

Emergency Reload
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STEP 2: Depress the magazine release to drop empty magazine onto 
the ground. Do this while bringing weapon to workspace

STEP 3:
Use support hand to remove a fully loaded magazine from  
duty belt pouch and insert into well.

STEP 4:
Use support hand to manually pull back and release slide to  
chamber round; OR use shooting hand to push slide  
release level to chamber round.

STEP 5: Re-establish support grip and sighting.

When slide locks back, visual look at the weapon to 
confirm status and bring into workspace



Emergency Reload Drill
Load one magazine with 3 round & administratively load

Load 2 magazines with 3 rounds each

Make weapon Street Ready

Conduct 1 “Failure Drill” at 5 yards making combat reload.

Step Left, right, rear

Repeat Drill 3x, weapon will run to lock back. Instructor calls it each 
volley, have the line verbalize.

Switch shooting groups, one group reloads, one shoot

Run drill 3x total 27rounds



STEP 1:

Tactical Reload

STEP 2:
Use support hand to remove the magazine from the 
weapon and retain it on your body. Preferably not in 
your primary ammo pouch

STEP 3:
Access a fresh magazine from your primary ammo 
pouch and insert it into the weapon. Remember you 
do not need to cycle weapon.

STEP 4: Reassess and Readress down range

STEP 4:
Bump gear around into street ready condition
move fullest mag to primary pouch, put retained mag 
in secondary pouch

Bring the weapon into your workspace



Tactical Reload Drill
Load magazines with 10 round & administratively load

Make weapon Street Ready

 “Failure Drill” at 7 yards making Tactical Reloads with retention

Fire Failure drill—Tactical reload—assess—bump gear

Repeat stepping left right rear to simulated cover

Run 3x 27rnds



Malfunctions
A malfunction is when the handgun suddenly stops working.  
Common causes include:

• incorrect grip

• faulty ammunition

• worn or damaged parts

• dirt from lack of cleaning

• improper or no maintenance

• post-production modifications

Failure to fire  

Failure to feed  
Failure to extract  
Failure to eject



Phase I Stoppage

STEP 1:
TAP. Use palm of support hand hit magazine bottom  
plate to ensure it is properly seated. If a magazine is  
not properly seated, the slide cannot feed the top round  
into the chamber.

STEP 2:
RACK slide action to rear several times to allow any  
rounds, material, or empty casings to fall out, then  
allow slide to return forward under the tension of the  
recoil spring.

STEP 3: EVALUATE Assess Re-adress the situation.



Type I Malfunction

Administratively load 3 magazines with 10rds live rounds.

From ready

Perform Hip-Body-Head Drill  2-2-2

Clear Stoppage by (Tap / Rack, Assess or Ready Bang)

Tapping the bottom of the magazine

Racking(pulling) slide to the rear

Assess or Ready the target

Bang (fire) if lethal threat is still present

Remove Magazine-Clear Weapon-Repeat drill for muscle memory

Repeat 4x, 24rnds.



Phase II Stoppage

A “double feed” generally occurs after  
ammunition discharge. The empty casing  
fails to extract and blocks the new  
cartridge feed time.

A “stove pipe” occurs when an empty casing fails to eject  
completely out of the port, jams the slide action, and blocks  
the new cartridge feed.



Phase II Stoppage
(Remember Type 1 First)

LOCK slide to rear with support hand.STEP 1:

STEP 2: RIP and retain the magazine out with 
support hand.

STEP 3: LOOK & SHAKE handgun to clear out empty casings or 
unspent  rounds.

STEP 4: RUN slide back and forth with support hand to clear any  
rounds still seated in chamber.

STEP 5: LOAD new magazine index it with your support hand and
ensure it is properly seated.

STEP 6: RACK slide back with support hand and release.

STEP 7: EVALUATE Assess and Readdress the situation.



Type II

Double feed clearance drill (Instructor demo first)
1. Lock slide to the rear
2. Place round in chamber
3. Insert loaded magazine
4. Gently lower slide (to prevent bullet set back in first round in magazine.)

From Ready

Perform failure drill

Try to clear stoppage first by; Tap / Rack Assess/Ready Bang

If unsuccessful, perform Lock, Rip, Run, Tap Rack, Assess/Ready Bang

Repeat 5x  18rnds  (with 5 dropped rounds)



Qualification Course
Walk Thru



COMMENTS



Review Sections
Review the following firearms material



Deadly Force

Deadly Force is intended to, or will likely cause death, great  bodily harm 
or serious bodily injury. Commonwealth v. Klein

An injury is 
serious if it  results 
in a permanent  
disfigurement, loss 
or  impairment of a 
bodily  function, 
limb or organ  or a 
substantial risk of  
death.



Graham v. Connor
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Officer actions must be objectively reasonable in light of the facts  and 
circumstances confronting them, without regard to their  underlying 
intent or motivation.

“The reasonableness of a particular use of  
force must be judged from the perspective of  a 
reasonable officer on the scene, rather than  with 
the 20/20 vision of hindsight...The  calculus of 
reasonableness must embody  allowance for the 
fact that police officers are  often forced to make 
split-second judgments - in circumstances that 
are tense, uncertain and  rapidly evolving -about 
the amount of force  that is necessary in a 
particular situation.”



a) What was known by the officer on the scene?

b) What was the type and severity of crime involved in the  
stop or arrest?

c) Was the suspect an immediate threat to the safety of  
officers or others?

d) Was the suspect actively resisting or attempting to  
evade arrest?

Totality of Circumstances
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The officer’s unique individual perception on the scene is  
critical when deciding how much force to use. Officers must  
look at each situation or the totality of the circumstances  
and continually assess, plan, and act.

Objective reasonableness is not determined by any  
particular tool used by the officer, but rather all surrounding  
circumstances that caused the officer to make the decision.

Officer Perception
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Officer Perception
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a) Is the suspect capable of carrying out the action or threat?

b) Is the suspect in a position to use his capabilities?

c) Did suspect show intent by overt act, word or deed?

What one officer may perceive as a  
threat, another may not. Force used by  
officers in a particular situation may also  
be different.



Tennessee v. Garner

Police may use deadly force to stop a fleeing suspect from  
escaping IF:

1. the suspect threatens the officer with a weapon; OR there is  
probable cause to believe the suspect has committed a crime  
involving the infliction or threatened infliction of serious injury;  AND

2. deadly force is necessary to prevent escape;  AND

3. where feasible, some warning was given.
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Commonwealth v. Klein
Police may use deadly force when:
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1. The arrest is for a felony;

2. The officer believes deadly force, if used, will not create a  
substantial risk of injury to innocent persons; and

3. The crime involves conduct including the use or threatened  
use of deadly force, or there is a substantial risk that the  
person to be arrested will cause death or serious bodily injury  
if his apprehension is delayed.



Julian v. Randazzo
Police may use force that is reasonably necessary to:
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1) take someone into custody

2) overcome resistance to arrest

3) prevent an escape or recapture an escapee, or

4) protect officers and others from harm before, during,  
and after the arrest.



Threat Perception
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Lethal
Suspect  
Actions

Officer  
Response

What was known by the officer on the scene?

What was the type and severity of crime involved?

Was the suspect an immediate threat to safety?



Suspect Actions
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What was the officer’s perception of suspect’s resistance and  
threat presented? • physical size

• strength, skill level
• body language
• communication
• weapon possession / use
• influence of alcohol/drugs
• attempt to escape arrest
• officer’s prior knowledge

Serious bodily  
harm or death



Officer Response
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Deadly  
ForcePolice can use deadly  

force to stop suspects who  
pose an imminent threat of  
serious injury or death to  
officers or third persons.



Shoot to Stop
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• When reasonable and lawful, police use firearms shoot  
and stop an imminent threat of serious injury or death.  
Police do not shoot to kill or wound.

• A suspect is stopped when he can no longer use, or  
threaten to use deadly force. The number of shots fired  
to stop an imminent threat is based on the officer’s  
perception of the totality of circumstances.

• A police officer is NOT required to count the number of  
shots fired.



• To stop the imminent threat as quickly as possible,  
officers are trained to aim for the “center mass” - or  
middle of largest area available for the officer to shoot.

• Depending on circumstances, the center mass could be  
the torso, neck or head.

Center Mass
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Four Cardinal Rules
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1. Treat every firearm as loaded.

2. Keep your finger off the trigger until ready to  
shoot (Trigger Management).

3. Never point a loaded or unloaded firearm at any  
target you don’t intend to shoot.

4. Know your target and beyond it.



When storing firearms inside the home, Chapter 140 Section 
131L requires firearms to be secured inside a locked container  
or equipped with a tamper-resistant mechanical lock or other  
safety device to render weapon inoperable by any person other  
than the owner or authorized user.

Penalties for violation can include a fine of not less than $1000  
and/or up to 12 years in prison.

Storing Firearms
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a) Remove all ammunition from the firearm, use a locking  
device with key controlled access to render the weapon  
inoperable, and maintain continuous possession of key(s) to  
locking devices.

b) Store firearm and ammunition in separate secure locations.

c) Store ammunition inside separate locked containers with key  
controlled access or safe with combination lock.

d) Disassemble or field strip and store parts in separate  
locations using containers with key controlled access or safe  
with combination lock.

Storing Firearms
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Storing Firearms
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Protecting Children
Educate children living in the home about firearms to help  
alleviate their natural curiosity. Talk openly with them about the  
dangers and establish clear rules.

Section 131L(e) states…A violation of the provisions of this  
section shall be evidence of wanton or reckless conduct in any  
criminal or civil proceeding if a person under the age of 18 who  
was not a trespasser or was a foreseeable trespasser acquired  
access to a weapon, unless such person possessed a valid  
firearm identification card issued under section 129B and was  
permitted by law to possess such weapon, and such access  
results in the personal injury to or the death of any person.



In Motor Vehicles
• Many weapons carried by law enforcement are  

considered large capacity weapons that require a class A  
permit. Chapter 140 Section 131C prohibits storage of  
large capacity weapons inside a vehicle.

• Subsection (a) states that “no person carrying a loaded  
firearm under a Class A license issued under section 131  
or 131F shall carry the same in a vehicle unless firearm  
is under the direct control of such person.”

Storing Firearms
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• Grip

• Drawing

• Stance

• Sighting

• Trigger Control

Marksmanship Fundamentals
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Shooting Grip
Hand web between thumb and index finger are high on the  
back strap. Rest index/trigger finger on frame and outside  
of trigger guard. Wrap remaining three support hand fingers  
around stock without blocking the magazine well.
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Keep finger off trigger until 
ready to shoot.



Support Grip
Overlap and curl support hand (knuckles over knuckles)  
around stock and shooting hand without blocking magazine  
well. Support and shooting hand thumbs should be nearly  
parallel. Do not rest the support hand index finger on the  
trigger guard.
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a) Keep firearm in holster until there is a need to use it.

b) Holster must be immobile on body and stable enough  
for shooter to obtain a shooting grip.

c) Holster size, material and design must not restrict  
natural body movements.

d) Learn to navigate safety features used to keep handgun  
firearm in holster.

e) Identify best location for holster according to need or  
duty activity.

Drawing
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STEP 1:

Drawing
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GRIP. Establish shooting grip on handgun while it is still in  
holster while simultaneously releasing holster safety  
features.

STEP 2: DRAW. Remove handgun far enough for muzzle to clear  
holster.

STEP 3: ROTATE. Rotate muzzle so it is parallel with ground and  
pointing toward the target.

STEP 4: TOGETHER. Bring hands together at center of body above  
waist level to establish support grip and stance.

STEP 5: UP. Raise handgun up to eye level for sighting and keep  
finger off the trigger until ready to shoot.



Sighting
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Keep both eyes open, extend arms toward the target and  
raise the handgun to eye level for sight alignment and sight  
picture.

Sight alignment is the relationship between front and rear
sight posts. Correct sight alignment occurs when front and
rear posts align horizontally with equal vertical spacing.



Sighting
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Sight picture is the relationship between aligned sight posts and  
target. Aim the top of front post just under the intended target.

Correct sight picture is focusing on the FRONT sight post without  
disturbing sight alignment. The rear sight posts should be out of  
focus and the target blurry.

Avoid “eye sprinting.” Consistently
reproducing the same sight picture
is critical for accuracy.



Dominant Eye
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Trigger Control
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Trigger control begins with proper grip. The shooting hand index  
finger is used to press the trigger. Index finger placement and  
how pressure is applied impact shooting accuracy.

Press trigger using between center print pad and first knuckle
joint area. When firing multiple rounds, contact between index
finger and trigger is constant.



Finger Pressure
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Apply steady and smooth pressure in a straight backwards 
line toward the hammer.

Use consistent pressure to prevent knowing exactly when the  
handgun will fire. The following finger pressure errors  
compromise shooting accuracy.

• jerking trigger
• anticipating recoil
• squeezing with other fingers



STEP 1:

Trigger Manipulation
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PRESS. Press the trigger straight backwards and  
remain focused on sight picture.

STEP 2: FOLLOW THROUGH. After the gun fires, continue  
pressing straight backwards and hold trigger back for  
1 second to simulate “letting the bullet leave the  
barrel.”

STEP 3: RELEASE. After follow through, release pressure on  
trigger so it can move forward and reset. The trigger  
does not need to travel all the way forward to reset in  
some handgun models. Remain focused on sight  
picture.



• Communication is critical for officer survival and  
situational control.

• During use of force events, be clear, concise and repeat  
commands loudly and as many times as needed.

• To avoid confusion when more than one officer present,  
the contact or initiating officer should be only one  
communicating.

Communication
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• Transitioning from handgun to another weapon (e.g., OC,  
baton, etc.), defensive tactic or handcuffing needs to be  
fluid and smooth.

• Police must also be able to transition effectively from  
another weapon to the handgun. For example, an officer  
may have handcuffs, a baton, or OC spray in his or her  
hand when the suspect escalates to deadly force.

Transitioning
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• FBI statistics show there is more than one threat in nearly  
half of all deadly force encounters.

• Before re-holstering the handgun, officers should scan  
360 degrees for additional threats first.

• Re-holster with shooting hand and keep support hand up  
to protect.

Scan Before Holstering
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Dry Firing
A cost effective and safe way to practice the following:
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• grip
• drawing
• stance
• sight alignment & picture
• trigger press, follow through & reset
• scanning & re-holstering



STEP 1:

Dry Firing
Make certain the weapon is unloaded and use a back stop 
that a bullet cannot penetrate.
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STEP 2: Establish proper grip, stance, sight alignment, and sight  
picture. Focus on the front sight and press trigger to the rear  
until hammer is heard and follow through.

STEP 3: While keeping the trigger pressed to the rear, use support  
hand to pull slide back and reset the hammer manually.
Maintain grip and sight picture.

STEP 4: Slowly release pressure on trigger so it moves forward  
move and until a “click” is heard or felt. The handgun is  
ready to fire, and no further forward movement of trigger is  
needed. Press trigger again to rear (STEP 2) and repeat.
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